Survey of India Maps:

1 Inch to a mile : 46E/15, 16
1 Inch to a mile : 46C/13,
1 Inch to a mile : 46E/8,11,12,15,16
1 Inch to a mile : 46F/ 5 to 16
1 Inch to a mile : 46G/1,5,9,15
1 Inch to a mile : 46I/4 and 8
1 Inch to a mile : 46J/1 to 7
1 Inch to a mile : 46K/1

1 Inch to 4 miles: 46 B, 46 C, 46 E, 46 F, 46 G, 46 I, 46 J & 46 K.

1 Inch to 1 million: NF- 43 (Satpura).
Digging a maize field through a wooden pipe

Feeding a maize field